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A New Canal Zone 1jrror

Presidene s Message
George W. Brett
510 21st St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006
Our first full-Hedged election has
now taken place and a list of your
new officers appears elsewhere in this
issue. \Ve, the officers, thank the members who took enough interest in our
organization to send in. their votes
and we hope that the administration
of the affairs of our Group for the
next two years will have merited your
support.
\Ve are not a large group, but what
we lack in numbers we by to make
up for in accomplishment and in good
fellowship and cooperation and we
are fortunate in having a lot to be
thankful for in that regard.
This will be my last message before our annual meeting at the Traymore Hotel in Atlantic City, i\Jarch
22nd, and so may I remind you of the
event and express my hope that many
of you can make it. I did not make
it last year, but expect to this time
and would like to see you there too.
I think tllis is a good time to present a complete list of the various
appointments that I have made so
everyone will have a convenient reference to those that they can help or
get help from. I am listing the appointments in several groups because
they are of different types both as to
makeup and purpose. vVhat I call
"working committees" will normally
have multiple membership, will seldom make reports in our magazine,
and will be concerned more with decision-makingoperations and providing important services. The "information committees" are just that and will
(Continued
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By Colonel James T. DeVoss
A double impression, complete in every detail, has been found on the post
office seal, Scott OX5, Figure 1, currently being used in the Canal Zone. The
new error was discovered by a member of the Canal Zone Study Group living
on the Isthmus. The writer had the opportunity to examine the new discovery
during his December 1969 visit to Panama.
Although only the central portion
new fourth printing is now being used
of the post office seal is illustrated,
at some of the Canal Zone post offices.
Figure 2, similar doubling appears
The Expertization Service of the
throughout the entire design. EnAmerican Philatelic Society has issued
larging only a small portion of the
two certificates of genuineness, Nos.
design was necessary so as to clearly
show the double impression. The of- 4577 and ~821, for two different sin,<s!e
~opie..£c:f 0.;\5 '.vith double impression
ficial seal o-rtim Canal Zone makes up
submitted to its expeJt committee.
the central portion of the design as it
does the emblem of the Canal Zone
Study Group illustrated in the heading of each issue of The Canal Zone
Philatelist.
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Figure 1. Scott OX5

The double impression error is
known to exist on two sheets of 32
subjects. The doubling is more pronounced throughout the lower portion
of each sheet with the top two or
three rows appearing almost as if they
were normally printed. Whether additional errors exist can only be conjectured. None has been reported. The
double impression comes from the
third printing, the stock of which apparently has been exhausted since the
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Figure 2,

Double Impression

It would appear that this is the appropriate time to tell the complete
story of Canal Zone OX5 especially
since most of the infoITrJation which
follows has not previously appeared
in print.
New Seal Recommended
On November 14, 1950, while OX4
'.vas being used by postal employees
to officially close the first class and
airmail letters mailed without being
sealed. R. S. Herr of the Canal Zone
Postal Service who later became Director of Posts, wrote a memorandum
to the Director of Posts, through E. B.
Oberg, which reads as follows:
(Continued

on page 2)

'f11eCanal Zone

Philatelist
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor
Drawer CG
College Station, Tex. 77840
Published quarterly by The Canal Zone
Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. Printed by Himes
Printing Co., State College, Pa. Seconsf class
postage paid at State College, Pa. 16801.
Manuscripts should be typewritten doublespaced, one side of page. Books and literature for review should be sent to the editor.
Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:
one column two inches
$ 5.00
one column five inches
10.00
two columns five inches
15.00
two columns ten inches ..
25.00
Column width 14 picas (2%6"),
two columns 29 picas (41 % 6" ). Remittance must
accompany copy. Deadlines for ads the first
day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Half-tones
(120-screen) or line engravings may be furnished by advertiser or made by CZSG and
advertiser billed at cost. Send all manuscripts and ad copy to the Editor.
Subscriptions
and changes of address
should be sent to the Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew, 29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J. 08401.
Copyright 1970

First Printing
The first printing was done by typography from a 32-subject plate at the
Panama Canal Press,3 Mount Hope,
C. Z. The design of each subject
measures 45 x 27 mm. while the entire
sheet (measured from each outside
border of the design) measures 196 x
248 mm. The overall measurement of
the sheet of paper upon which the
seals were printed is 8 x 10~/z inches,
the standard military and government
letter size. The seals, in four vertical
rows of 8, were issued without gum,
perforated 12-;/z with.· imperforate
margins except at the top.
The paper used for the fiist printing
is light weight, thin and quite transparent. Each sheet bears a single
watermark of the Seal of the United
States which looks similar but not
perfectly identical to Figure 3. The

The Canal Zone Study Group

New Canal Zone Error (Contintled

from

page 1)

Please note the attached Official
Seals 1 which should be changed since
there is no Bureau of Posts under the
new reorganization.2 If the seal of the
Canal is not changed, it is suggested
that the wording on the seal be changed to read "CANAL ZONE POSTAL
SERVICE".
It may be the desire to change the
seal in some way-note
the United
States Seals in the attached book by
Scott.
/5/ Herr

At the very bottom of the memorandum in long hand appears the note
"EBO Hold off until new supply needed. J U 11/16." The note back to E. B.
Oberg had been written and initialled
by Jesse Unruh, who was at that time
Director of Posts for the Canal Zone
Postal Service.
Three years and three months later
a requisition was submitted on February 15, 19.54,for a new type post
office seal. Job No. PS-221 was assigned and the first printing of 500
sheets (16,000 P. O. seals) was delivered on March 8, 1954.
, A pair of OX4 were affixed at the bottom of tbe
memorandum.

Figure 3. Watermark in paper used for the
first three printings.

watermark measures approximately 75
x 95 mm. and covers an area occupied
by a maximum of 9 seals. The remaining 23 seals reveal no trace of any
watemlark. Because of the extra light
weight paper and its transparency, the
watermark in the paper of the first
printing is very faint and not readily
noticeable.
From the very first listing of OX5
in the Scott Specialized Catalogue,
the "a." or watermarked variety was
quoted at a price five times the unwatermarked variety. With the ratio
of 9 to 23 in each sheet, it would seem
that the watermarked variety should
have been priced at a lower figure.
The official seal of the Canal Zone
Government, Figure 4, used in the
center of the design measures 12.9

~ Un~~~tsth;ec;~5eOth~orE~~t~:~e
t~~st~lr§;~i~~
under the Civil Affairs Division of the Canal
3 The Canal Zone printing plant was moved in
Zone Government.
October 1963 to La Boca, a section of Balboa.
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Figure 4. Seal used for typographed
printing.

first

mm. in diameter on the first printing.
It appears somewhat blurred arid it
is almost impossible to read the wording "THE LAND DIVIDED-THE
WORLD UNITED" on the scroll beneath the shield. The slope of the
bank to the right of the ship traversing the Canal is even and bears
no indentations or vertical lines. The
outer circle enclosing the design is a
single line and three stars at the bottom appear equal distance from the
inner and outer circles.
Each position of 32 P. O. seals in
the sheet has distinctive characteristics, broken lines, defective letters,
different spacing, etc. so that all positions can easily be plated. Positions
No.2 and 22 stand out on every sheet
for the central design is darker and
more blurred than all other positions.
Second Printing
On lvIarch 29, 1961, a second printing was requisitioned (Job No. PS-433)
of the same post office seal. Again 500
sheets (16,000 seals) were printed.
They were delivered on May 16, 1961.
They were printed on thin, 12 or 1.'3
lb. paper with the same faint watermark. The paper is more transparent
than that used for the first printing.
The overall sheet size remained 8 x
lOYz inches. But with that, the similarity stops.
The second printing was made from
an entirely new plate and this time it
was printed by offset lithography instead of typography. The overa~l dimensions of the design for the 32 subjects measures 197 x 249 mm., Hasilly
millimeter longer" in both directions
than the first printing. Each individual
design remainecl the same as far as
size is concerned.
The official seal of the Canal Zone,
Figure 5, in the design is altogether

p
Figure 5. Seoulused for second, third and
fourth lithographed printings.

different from the one used in the first
printing. Its diameter is only 11.6
mm., the wording in the scroll is
easily readable, the bank to the right
of the ship is a series of hills instead
of a straight slope, the stars at the
bottom are closer to the inner circle,
and the outer border is actually a
double circle instead of a single one.
Unlike the first printing where each
position had distinctive characteristics, the entire first and third vertical
rows of 8 positions each are identical
with the same defects, spacing, etc.
and the entire second and fourth vertical rows likewise are identical but
distinctly different than the other two
rows. Although there are numerous
differences which could be pointed
out, an easily identifiable defect in the
two groups or types exists.
The section of the border ornament
immediately above the right corner
of "E" in "ZONE", Figure 6, reveals

,
I
Figure 6. Characteristic of Type 1 seals
found in first and third vertical rows of all
lithographed printings.

. a white dot in the center. This is type
1 which is the same for each position
in the first and third vertical rows.
The fomih and sixth border ornaments to the right of the lower left
corner generally below the letters
"PO" of "POSTAL" are defective, Figure 7, with the upper right protrusions
looking like a hook because of a portion missing from the' underneath side.
These characteristics are repeated on

Figure 7. Characteristic of Type 2 seals
found in second and fourth rows of all
lithographed printings.

all 16 positions in the second and
fourth vertical rows.
Instead of handsetting type for 32
subjects as was done in the first printing done by typography, only two
subjects were handset as the initial
step in preparing the offset plate. Reproduction proofs were pulled and approved. They were then laid out repeating the two types a sufficient
number of times to make up 32 subjects. They were then photographed
and from the negative an aluminum
offset plate was made. This explains
why all seals from the offset printings
can be easily identmed as type 1 or
type 2.
Third Printing
\Vith the supply of post office seals
about exhausted, a third printing was
ordered on March 24, 1865 (Job No.
6.38). A total of 500 sheets were delivered on April 6, 1965.
The printing, again offset lithography, was identical \-viththe second
printing. Although the aluminum
plate used for the second printing had
not been saved, the original negative
had been retained so it was very easy
to make a new offset plate. Thus the
design characteristics
of the two
types, Figures 6 and 7, appear in each
vertical row exactly as described for
the second printing.
But again the paper was changed.
It is definitely less transparent than
that used for either the first or second printings. The weight of the paper used was 13 lbs. To better understand the various weights of paper,
9-lb paper is normally used for onionskin second sheets whereas 16 to 20
Ib bond is used for most letterheads.
Although the design of the watermark remains the same, it can easily
be seen without holding the paper in
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front of a light source. If all of the
uSPS single and double line watermarks were as easy to see, we would
have no problems with the earlier
20th Century U. S. is~ues. The watermark covers the same area as the first
two printings.
The double impression error sheets
only recently discovered come from
the third printing.
Fourth Printing
On February 19, 1969, a fourth
printing (Job No. PS-764) Qf 500
sheets \vas ordered. These sheets were
delivered on March 3, 1969. When the
supply of the third printing became
exhausted and the fourth printing first
used is not known. The "niter possesses 1969 covers bearing post office
seals of the new fomih printing.
Again the same method of printing
was used as for the second and third
printings. A new aluminum offset
plate was made but since it was made
from the same original negative, the
two different position types in the
various vertical rows remain the same
as previously described.
This time, however, a completely
different unwatermarked paper was
used. It appears to be the standard 16
Ib weight normally used for governmental and military correspondence
and letterheads. It is far less transparent than the paper used for any of
the preceding printings. It appears to
be whiter but this may be caused by
its opaqueness.
Each of the last three printings
have lasted about four years so it will
probably be late 1972 before the
Canal Zone Director of Posts finds it
necessary to order another printing.
Canal Zone stamp collectors generally
agree that 20 years is much too long
for the use of the same design and
they hope that the next printing of the
post office seals will be an entirely
new design .. '
Catalogue Correction Needed
Canal Zone collectors are remiss for
not having called the llew printing of
1961 to the attention of the catalogue
publishers. With a new plate and entirely different method of printing, the
second printing of OX5 should acually
have been a new number (OX6) as a
major variety of its own.

In additon, the distinctly different
unwatermarked thick paper used for
the fourth printing is so easily identified it too should be given a separate
listing. Only the second and third
printings are sufficiently similar to
warrant their remaining together as a
single major catalogue number. The
average collector with only singlecopies in front of him might have difficulty identifying the two different
papers of the second and third printing unless he happened to have one of
the nine copies in each sheet where
the watermark difference becomes
obvious.
A corrected and suggested listing
for these three distinctly different
Canal Zone post office seals should
properly read:
POS3
Issued in sheets of 32, watermarked Seal
of the United States covering only nine positions, without gum, imperforate margins except at top. Seal measures 45 x 27 mm.
Printed by the Panama Canal Press,
MOlmt Hope, Canal Zone
Typographed
1954, i\!ar. 8
Perf. 12y:?
OX5 POS3black
(L6,OeO)
Unwatermarked
35
vVatemlarked
95
Lithographed
Central seal used in the design 11.6 mm. in
diameter.
Thin paper
1961, May 16
.
OX6 POS3 black (32,000)
Unwatermarked
Watermarked
a. Double impression

35
95

Printed by the Canal Zone Printing Plant,
La Boca, C. Z.
Unwatem1arked
1969, Feb. 19
OX7 POS3 black

thick paper

(16,000)

25

-

Ackll0Wledgements
The writer wishes to express his
sincere appreciation to David C. Rose,
Canal Zone Director of Posts, for
making available the official files of
the Canal Zone Postal Service which
contained the requisition data and delivery dates for each printing of the
C. Z. post office seals. CZSG members
and collectors of Canal Zone stamps
everywhere have a wonderful friend

"at court." Under Mr. Rose's direction

cover, $450 ($265); 2, on cover $135
($65); 3, on cover, $140 ($75); 4-8 on
cover have been doubled or more in
price; 12, the very rare PANAAM variety is still underprice4 at $35 ($27.-.
50); 13, spaced A L, $25 ($15); 15,
block of four,$2500 ($2000); 24, CAN
L, $20 ($ll); set of 7, type A34, prepared for use, but not issued, $140
($87.50); Ul, $10 ($5); Ula, $85 ($40);
Ulb, $85 ($35) (Ulb is much rarer
than Ula and should be priced higher,
see report on auctions); U2, $7.50
1970 Scott Catalogue
($4); U2b, $80 ($35); U2c, $125 ($35);
vVe reviewed the prices in the 1970
U2d, $80 ($50); U6, $4.50 ($2); U7,
Scott Standard Catalogue in our last
$4.50 ($1.75); U8, $4 ($1.65); U9, $1.:25
issue. Now the 1970 Scott Specialized
($0.60); U12, $22.50 ($12); U15, $12
Catalogue has been issued; it prices
many items such as stamps on cover, ($7); U17, $0.50 ($0.20); UC8, $0.40
($0.20); UCIO, $0.50 (.$0.24);UFl, unplate blocks, postal stationery, and
used, $225 ($165); UFI, used, $250
proofs which are not listed in the
Standard Catalogue. Scott issued a re- ($125); UXla, $75 ($27.50); UXIb, $90
($40); UXZ, $20 ($ll); UX3a, $125
lease which states that there are 2,140
($50) (only one copy is known, so this
price quotations in the Canal Zone
price seems much too low); UX5, $90
section. Of these 1,349 prices have
($6.5)(this price is too low for an exbeen changed in the new edition
"creating a new price stmcture for the tremely rare number); UX6, $80 ($50);
UX7, $6 ($3); UX8, $6 ($3); UX9, 0$L25
postal paper of the U. S. possession."
($0.60); UXI2, $0.40 ($0.20); UXI5,
The strong interest in postal stationery is shown by the new prices in $0.20 ($0.10); UXCl, $1 ($0.50). These
prices clearly reflect the demand for
this section. One unused copy of each
very small supplies of much of this
major number in this section lists for the
material.
$544.51 in the 1970 edition compared
to $397.83 in the 1969 edition. SimilAuctions
arly one unused copy of each major
A number of auctions contained
number in the postal card section novv important Canal Zone material this
lists for $241.6.3 ($162.66); the 1969 fall. The market continued very
totals will be put: in parenthesis after strong, in spite of the large quantity
the 1970 figures. All figures are com- .of material which was sold. Here is a
parable with adjustments made when report on some of the more important
stamps are priced in one edition, but items. In each case we list first the
not in the other. A complete collection Scott catalogue number, followed by
of Canal Zone proofs now lists at the price realized, and the catalogue
.$7475 ($68:30); these are extremely price in parenthesis as listed· in the
rare with only one or two copies of auction catalogue. All items are uneach number known. The post office used unless mentioned otherwise. Serseals now list for $22.30 ($17.95).
ious defects are specifically menThe largest increases are in the tioned. The prices have been rounded
minor varieties of the postal station- to the nearest dollar .
ery. All of the minor varieties (those
On Sept. 26th Robert Siegel sold the
which are given a catalogue number
following: an envelope mailed at Crisending in a small letter) of the enve- tobal on Oct. 6, 1920 for first flight,
lopes now total $466.00 ($202.75). but marked "Aviator Encountered
Similarly all the minor varieties of the Impossible
Weather Conditions",
postal cards now total $795 ($470).
stamps defective, $27; I06a, booklet
A few 1970 catalogue prices noted pane on first day cover, $42.
by your Editor with the 1969 prices
On Sept. 27th, Higgins and Gage
in parenthesis: No.1, single on postal offered: No.1, strip of .3 on cover,
card, $1.50 ($75); 1, strip of three on
(Conti-lmecl on page 5)
we can expect only the best for philately. His willingness to cooperate
within the official limits permitted is
certainly to be commended.
The writer also wishes to thank the
CZSG member who started this whole
study by discovering the double impression variety. Without his encouragement the complete story may
never have been told.
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$400 ($450); 19a,$22 ($24); 19d, in
block of 4, $35 ($32); 19, Z and L anSeveral errors of the air letter sheet from the Canal Zone have been re- tique in block of 4, $18 ($12); 22, ANA
in block of 4, $13 ($ll); 22, ONE in
ported by Grover D. "Sam" Luce. The normal air letter sheet has alternating
block
of 4, $11 ($9); 47, perforations
. red and blue squares around the edge. The wording on the back is in blue. On
almost cut design on 2 sides, $160
some of the air letter sheets the number "llOl" appears on the top flap in red,
($90) (the catalogue price is still too
but this number does not appear on other printings. Quite a range of shades
low for this very scarce stamp); 48,
have
.. appeared through the various and appears on t op 0 f th e bl ue pnn. t e d block of 4, $:385($300); 48, used, $48
printings with the blue runnmg from ....
1·IG h t to d ar k bl ue an d th e re d varyInG
.
mstructlOns. Four caples of thIS error ($35); 52b, $62 ($60); 54, block of 4,
from
'" d ar kr to a VIVI
"d re d ..
'" are known. One copy was sold at auc- $35 ($40); 56, top imprint block of 10,
.
.
.
tIon by Douglas Ball several years $40 ($8); 58, $48 ($55); 59, $29 ($35);
Two
" st ud Y 0 f th ese aIr
. 1e tt er sh eet s 60-66, $42 ($44); 61b, in strip of 3,
· ..major errors eXIston thIS sheet ago. ""1
whICh IS.. pnnted for the Canal Zone IS
.. an meres
t
t'mg Cana I Zone SI'd e l'me. $90 ($100); 62a, 62b, $32 ($28); 67,
post offIce, although the sheet by It- Th ey are no t l'ISe
t d' m th e Sco tt ca t a- block of 4, $385 ($400); 84-95, $65
self has no ....
franking power. In one Iague, presuma bly because th ey h ave ($91); 94, $36 ($42); 96-104, $14 ($18);
error shown m FIg. 1 the red prmtmg no fran'mg
k'
.
power, aIth oug h thO
IS IS
97b, $40 ($4.5);115c, complete booklet
also true of the post office seals which with '2 panes, $47 ($.35); 120-135, $24
are listed.
($42); C2, block of 4, $75 ($90); J12-14,
$60
($68); 08, used block of 4, $625
::IIII
II
III
IIII;
($17.5);US,
$30 ($38).
Auctions On Nov. 18th H. R. Harmer sold the
(Continued from page 4)
following: No.3 on cover, $1l0 ($140);
$415 ($255); 2, on cover, $67 ($65); 3, C08-12, used, $120 ($135).
on cover, $78 ($75); 1925, AAM 4,
On Nov. 23rd Jacques Schiff sold
SCADT A survey flight to Costa Rica, several Canal Zqne items: No. 7.3a,
$16.
$1:3 ($16); 84a, $130 ($150); 84a and
Robert Siegel sold a number of im- 84b in pair, $170 ($195); 84b, $46
,
,
portant items on Oct. 23rd from the ($45).
Slawson collection: No.1, $75 ($75);
2, $45 ($35); 3, $48 ($48); 15, ~425
New Airmail Stamp Booklet
A 10¢ airmail stamp booklet was
($450); 31c, $105 ($75); 32c $80 ($.50);
U.l:l.~••••_""_
36a, $50 ($40); 38b, $70 ($60); 39c, $55 placed on sale at the Balboa, CaI]al
,_~.".-u""._'""".<•••
($40); 3ge, $40 ($35); 48, light wrinkles, Zone Post Office on Feb. 18, 1970.
used, $40 ($35); 52b, light wrinkles, Each booklet contains 5 panes of 4
Figure 1. Red ommitted.
$70 ($60); 58-59, $75 ($90); 61a, $26 stamps (20 stamps) stapled in a horizontal position and sells for $2 each.
is entirely omitted. Only one copy of ($20); 62a, 62b, 62c, $50 ($41); 67, $100
Copies may be ordered at face value
($100);
1924,
5c
lb,
unissued
coat
of
this error has been reported.
plus return postage from the Philaarms
set,
$130
($88);
84,
block
with
The second error is shown in Figure 2; the red printing is inverted \-vith 8~-Smm spacing, $42; 84d, $23 ($25); telic Agency, Balboa, C. Z. Since The
97a, $48 ($45); C08-H, used, made a Canal Zone Philatelist is only issued
record price of $170 ($135); Ula, $58 quarterly, we can not usually advise
($40); Ulb, $135 ($35); U2b, $48 ($:35); you of new issues until after they are
U2c, $55 ($35); U3, $75 ($70); U4, $30 issued. Any member may have his
($30); U12, $15 ($12); U14, $60 ($45); name placed on the mailing list for
new issues by writing the Philatelic
U15 (UPSS No. 31, 33), $32 ($14); UFl,
double print of black on front of en- Agency, Balboa, C. Z.
velope, $425; UFl, used, $170 ($125);
UXld, $32 ($35); UX2 (UPS5 No. 53)
Canal Zone No. 48
$16 ($11); UX2d, $22 ($15); UX2
v. F. Mint block, N. H.
(UPSS No. 55), $18 ($ll); UX.3, used,
Sheet margin at left
broken Z, $22 ($12); UX2c, used, $28
Price $400
($22); UX2 (UP55 No. S9a), $35; UX6,
First certified check or money order

Air Letter ,Sheet Errors

•
•

•

.,...f •••..~ •• ""';~ ••..••• ~"-.

_

••••

$70 ($50).

Figure 2.

Red inverted.

respect to the blue creating an odd
mixture of the colored squares. The
red number "1l01" is also inverted

gets this show piece.

Vahan lvIozian had a number of interesting Canal Zone items in his Nov.
17th sale: No.2, $30 ($.35); 12a, in
block of 4, $13 ($10); 12b, in block of
4, $14 ($10); 15, small paper crease,
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\Varren P. vVare
2037

Peabody

:\lemphis, Tenn. 38104
ezse No. 15; LM of APS - SPA;
~lember UPSS, PSS, PLA, etc.

Another Large Canal Zone Auction
There can be no question that 1969 set a record for the amount of Canal
Zone material offered at auction. Never before and probably not again for
ill'any years will so much material be sold in one year. In spite of the large
amount of material, prices were exceptionally strong. The material sold in the
six largest auctions had a total catalogue value (using auctioneer's estimates
where no catalogue value was available) of $219,876 and sold for $237,- use our usual conventions as stated in
556 or 108.0% of catalogue. These sales
the column on Auctions.
are summarized in the table accordSome of the outstanding
items in
ing to tabulations made by your Edithe
sale
were:
No.
2c,
two
copies
of
tor.
error in block of 6, $2000 ($1875); 3b,
One has to look backward for 20
used, $2100 ($950); lOa, block of 50,
years to find a Canal Zone sale worthy
$2100 ($1625); 14b, block of 50, $4000
of matching these. It was the sale of
($3.500); 15a in strip of 3, $2300
the Ferrars H. Tovvs collection on
($1450); 15, block of 4, $2700 ($2000);
Feb. 16-19, 1949. The Canal Zone ma15, another block of 4, $2500 ($2000);
terial in this sale had a catalogue
22g, block of 4, $1250 ($1200); 3ge,
value at that time of $42,008 and sold
block of 16, $2600 ($560) (see the story
for $15,969 or only 38.0% of catalogue.
of this block in this issue).
There has been such a large increase
Other items in the sale were: No.1,
in the value of Canal Zone stamps that
it is hard to guess as to the pres en t· block of 4, $380 ($,385); 1, strip of 3
on cover, $450 ($265); la, block of 4,
catalogue value of the Tows collection. Just a few examples from this
$550 ($540); Ib, $300 ($300); 2, on
auction may be of interest: No. 1a (3 cover, $210 ($6.5); 2a, block of 4, $900
copies) and 1d (1 copy) in a block of 4, ($600); 2b, block of 6 with :2 errors,
$128; 2c in a block of 6, $75; 1, strip of $600 ($490); 3, on cover, S170 ($75);
3 on cover, $23; lOe, $18; 15, block of 9, block of 9 with 9a and 9b, $50
4, $85; 46, block of 20, $32; 73a, used,
($40); 9, sheet of 100, $105 ($80); lOa,
827; 97a, $27; UF1, used, $18; UX5,
$120 ($130); lOb in block of 6, $245
$10. It was truly another era!
($205); 10, ON dropped in block of 6,

1969 Auction Sales
Feb. 27-28
June 19
!'"Iarch 12
June 12
Nov. 1
Oct. 23

Conger (Mozian)
Conger (Mozian)
Coveleski (Siegel)
Justi (Apfelbaum)
Justi (Apfelbaum)
Slawson (Siegel)
Total

By contrast the Conger collection
catalogued $66,968 and sold for $80,074 or 119.6% of catalogue; the Justi
collection catalogued
$113,394 and
sold for $112,370 or 99.1% of catalogue. Your Editor will not devote as
much space to prices in the future as
he has in the past year; he has done
it only because of the wealth of material on the market.
We do feel that we should

record

some of the prices for the last of the
great sales of 1969: the Justi sale on
Nov. 1st by Earl P. F. Apfelbaum. We

Catalogue

Realized

$ 61,898
5,070
33,95:2
33,176
80,218
5,562
$219,876

$ 74,536
5,538
39,968
39,632
72,738
5,144
$237,556

%

of Catalogue

120.4%
109.2%
117.7%
119.4%
90.7%
92.5%
108.0%

$38 ($21); 10, spaced AL in block of
4, $28 ($12); lla in block of 4, $34
($21); lIb, block of 4 one with PANAMA 16 mm long, $310 ($180); 1:2,
sheet of 100, $220 ($111); 12a in block
of 4, $15 ($10); 12c, block of 4, $400
($.310); 1:2d, block of 6 with two errors,
$340 ($154); l:2e, used, $100 ($18); 12,
used, spaced AL and PANAAM, $82
($28); 12, block of 4 with spaced AL,
$:22 ($13); l:3a in block of 4, $36
($36); 13b in block of 4, $34 ($28); 13c,
2 errors in block of 4, $600 ($261);
14a in block of four, $185 ($134); 14£,
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block of 4, $750 ($700); 14£, 2 copies
in block of 4, $725 ($362).
No. 15, pair, PANAMA 15 mm long
on both stamps, $8.50 ($900); 15, $525
($450); 16a, sheet of 100; $38 ($30); 17,
sheet of 100, $90 ($50); 17b, sheet of
100, $100 ($100); 18, block of 4 with
2 copies with extra bar at bottom, $82;
20d, block of 4, $625 ($600); 20d, 2
copies in block of 4, $600 ($308); 22a,
2 pairs in block of 4, $160 ($150); 2:2c,
$160 ($150); 22, ANA in block of 4,
$20 ($1:2); 24, CAN L in block Gf 4,
$.30 ($21); 27-30, $20 ($21); 32, block
of 4 with 9)~ mm spacing on all
stamps, $:330; 36a unused plus :36b
used, $90 ($41); 38-41, blocks of 4, $50
($:38); 38b, $70 ($60); :39a, block of 80
with 8 copies of error, $650 ($480);
39c, $50 ($40); 3ge, block of 4, $230
($140); 9 covers and 1 card from 19151916, $52 ($17);48, block of 4, $525
($300); 52-54, blocks of 4, $78 ($50);
55-57, blocks of 4, $52 ($47); 55b, 2
errors in block of 10, $290 ($30:3); 57a,
two errors in block of 10, $380 ($460);
58, block of 4, $175 ($220); 59, block
of 4, $110 ($140); 60-56, blocks of 4,
$160 (3174); 63a, $70 ($60).
No. 71d, block of 4, $130 ($160);
73a, $18 ($16); 75, plate block of 6,
$75 ($85); 81, plate block of 6, $220
($235); 85a in block of 4, $140 ($115);
SO, plate block of 6, $23 ($16); 91a and
91c, :2 of each in block of 4, $150
($170); 95, plate block of 6, $140
($140); 120-135, plate blocks of 6, $220
($:300); C2, block of 4, $82 ($90); }17a,
block of 4, $250 ($340); 71, 73-75, and
84 in blocks of 4, perforated P, $300;
OXl, block of 4, $20 ($18); No. Ula,
$70 ($40); U2b, $52 ($35); U2c, $78
($35); U4, $34 ($30); U4; used, $25
($18); UFl, $250 ($165); UX5, $70
($50).
The auction catalogue had listed a
number of the. varieties of No, 14-20
with CANAL ZONE omitted. Mr.
Apfelbaum is to be congratulated
on
withdrawing
these from the sale.
These varieties have not been listed
in the Scott catalogue for many years,
yet they still turn up at auction sales
and frequently
bring fairly high
prices. These are nothing but printers
waste made by some one who had
access to the printing plates at the

the CANAL ZONE inscription of the
lower stamp.
George Stillwell has submitted a
different example of a stamp with a
streak in the color of the stamp. Fig .
6 shows No. C14 wifh the «plane on

press in Panama These stamps have
no connection with the Canal Zone,
since they never received the Canal
Zone overprint and were never in any
.Canal Zone post office. Our members
are warned against paying high prices
for this material.

Rarities
Three amazing errors occurred in
the first printing of the 20¢ yalue of
the 1925-1928 series with the sharp A.
Last quarter we discussed the ZONE
CANAL error. This time we show the
CANAL inverted error, No. 92a. This
error occurred in position 48 on the
upper right pane and was caused by a
CANAL slug being inserted in the
overprinting form upside down, as
shown in Figure 3. Very worn type

Figure 3. No. 92a.

was used for the first printing of this
value. In addition to the three major
errors, there are numerous minor varieties in this printing with the CAN·
AL and ZONE badly out of alignment
in the horizontal rows. It is hard to
bel,ieve that this sloppy overprinting
job was ever released by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing in Washington. It is believed that not more
than five copies are known of the
CANAL inverted error.

Figure 4.

No. 97 with 11 mm spacing.

The block shown here is from the first
printing and all the stamps have a 9
mm spacing except for the center
stamp of the bottom row which has
an 11 mm spacing. It is difficult to
understand how the Bureau could
have allowed such an obvious spacing
error to go uncorrected. The position
of this error is unknown. This error
is much scarcer than the spacing va·
riety on No. 84 which was discussed
in Vol. 5, No. 1. Your Editor has now
seen a block of four with the 9 mm
spacing variety of No. 84, but the
position of this variety is still unknown; the stamp above the error in
this block has the unusually large
spacing of 1l~8 mm.
Another example of smudged ink
on a bureau printed stamp is shown
in Figure 5. It shows No. 112 with

of Right".

line of flight" - a black line in the
same color as the black ink of the
stamp through the plane.

Corner Cards on No. U9
A few more corner cards on No. U9
have been reported by William Sells.
He has UPSS No. 10 from Cristobal
and from France Field and UPSS No.
11 from Balboa Heights.

POSTAL STATIONERY
UNIQUES
UX6-Perforated
"Specimen/ A. B. N. Co."
See C. Z. Philatelist,
Third Quarter, 1968
ONE known
Aerograms
Red border inverted-four known
All red missing-ONE known
U17-4¢ long envelope revalued in
1965 (UC7)
"4¢" and "Via Air [vIail"both albino

Varieties
The U. S. overprinted issues provide many examples of interesting
variations in the spacing between
CANAL and ZONE and in the alignment of the overprint between adjoining stamps. Of the most spectacular examples occurs on No. 97 and is
show'n in Figure 4. There were two
printings of this stamp which can be
identified readily. The first printing
of 890,000 has a 9 mm spacing of the
overprint, while the second printing
of about 400,000 has a 10 mm spacing.

Figure 6. No. C14 with the "plane on line

Further revalued in 1968 (UC10)
by additional 2¢ albino
THREE albinos in one envelope
ONE known
Figure"
5. No. 112, Rousseau with "dirty
face.

Rousseau with a "dirty face." There
is a large smudge of ink in the same
color as the stamp on his face as well
as in other parts of this stamp and on
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Correspondence invited
Grover D. Luce
Box 1754
Balboa, Canal Zone

Handmade Booklet Panes
The first booklet panes were handmade from regular sheets of stamps in
the Canal Zone. The complete story of these booklets is given in the article
Canal Zone Booklet; by Col. James DeVoss which appeared in the CZSG
Handbook No.2 (1953). As he writes "the complete sheet of covers (front and
back) together with the full sheets of 100 stamps and interleaving were properly assembled and bound along the edge at all four sides and then cut apart
into 14 different booklets." Five blocks of six (two across by three down) were
cut in this operation from the top rows of a sheet. Then five more blocks of six
(two across by three down) were cut from the bottom row of the sheet, making
ten such blocks. Then two blocks of six (three across by two down) were cut
from the left side of the sheet and two similar blocks from the right side of the
sheet, thus making four such blocks. Thus booklet panes with blocks three
across by two down are scarcer than those with blocks two across by three
down in the ratio of 2 to 5.
The stamps were cut from the sheet instead of being tom along the perforations; this fact makes identification of these booklet panes possible. In the
preparation of the 2c booklets, Type II, two sheets of stamps with the center
inverted and overprint reading down was used to make booklets. A pane from
an unexploded booklet with this error, No. 39f, is shown in Figure 7. Only
about 8 panes are known to exist.
The process for making booklets which we have described left a block of
16 stamps at the center of the sheet that could not be used for booklets since
they had no sheet margins. These blocks were returned to regular stock for
sale. Until now no such block of 16 has been reported for any number used
to make handmade booklet panes. However, in the Justi collection recently
sold by Apfelbaum there was the remarkable block shown in Figure 8. It is
the center block of 16 from the sheet that was used to make the handmade
booklet panes, No. 39£.
Along with the block were two interesting letters 'which must be recorded
here. The first was from the postmaster Gerald D. Bliss to the stamp dealer
H.F. Colman in Washington, D. C. and is dated Dec. 20, 191;";.He writes that
he is sending Colman the square block of 16 which is shown in Figure 5. Bliss
then writes that;
it is certain that there were two full sheets of the inverts made into booklets and
sold unnoticed and probably widely scattered. The matter ,vas first brought to
light at Balboa when one of the booklets showed up and the purchaser came back
and asked if they had any more. This booklet containing a single leaf of six inverts, other leaf being from another sheet and normal, is doubtless in existence but
I don't know where located. Naturally every office made an immediate and close
inspection of their stock, but as far as I know no more booklets with inverts were
found and it is practically certain that all have been used unnoticed.
You doubtless understand how the booklets are made, a strip six deep being
taken from each of the four sides of the sheet which leaves the center block of
sixteen. These blocks are issued to the offices same as full sheets and the center
blocks. from the two sheets, 32 stamps were sent to the same office, one of the
blocks was broken and partly sold,possibly six or eight stamps saved and the inclosed is the other block which must be unique in this size.
That the invert was not readily apparent is patent from the fact that the
booklets are made by Mr. "Varner, Postmaster at Balboa Heights who is an earnest
philatelist and a member of the A.P.S. He must have handled the full sheets several times without noting their condition.
This covers about all the infOlmation available, personally I feel positive
practically all the booklet stamps were used on correspondence, a few may later
show up of course but it is certain that a mighty thorough search has been made
since the discovery with slight result. I have four of the stamps from the other
block of 16 in my own collection, \Varner at Balboa Heights obtained six from
same source and balance evidently sold over tlle counter.
Trust block reaches you in good shape and proves .satisfactory, let me know
if there is anything further I can do for you down here, have not heard from you
for some time. We expect sooner or later to have a straight Canal Zone issue as
there is some talk of abrogating the Taft agreement, this is not official yet however.
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Figure 7.

No. 39f.

Figure 8. Center block of 16 from sheet
used to make No. 39f.

Double Albino
Grover "Sam" Luce reports w,hat is
probably the only double albino
among the envelopes of the United
States and its Possessions. It is No.
UC10 with both additional overprints
albino. An albino occasionally occurs
when two envelopes are fed into the
press at the same time. The bottom
(Continued

on page 9)

Inclose cover showing the new surcharge on the Postage Dues, am unable to
supply these however as same restrictions apply here as in the States and they
can only be obtained after they have served the purpose for which they were
issued.
I have a few of the old Canal Zone Dues on U. S. showing the varieties of
"E" out of alignment, broken letters etc. if you would care to see them, these
were on sale at the Zone PostoHices as remainders for a time you will remember
but have since been recalled and destroyed ..
Very truly yours
Gerald D. Bliss

Mr. Colman sent this block of sixteen to Mr. H. M. Justi, who was. his best
Canal Zone customer, immediately upon receipt. \Ve quote a good bit of Mr.
Colman's letter as it gives considerable insight into the manner in which early
Canal Zone errors reached the philatelic market.
Dec. 28, 1915
My dear ~vlr.Justi:
I am enclosing herewith the block of sixteen Canal Zone 2¢ stamp with inverted center. lI-ly price for same is $720, ,$45 per stamp.
I am enclosing Mr. Bliss' letter in reference to these stamps, as this is all
the infom1ation I have at hand. I will state, however, for your information that I
have been able to locate seventeen more which I expect to purchase. These stamps
as near as I can find out, there are about forty of them unused, most of which are
in booklets. The others have undoubtedly been used, and whether used copies will
turn up is more than I can say, I wrote to Mr. Bliss and some other friends on the
Zone asking them to be sure and get hold of every~ll1e they could, as I wanted to
get all of them, and I am satisfied that they will get them to me if possible, but
through Mr. \Varner I will get seventeen, and another party four, so it looks as if
there can only be a very few out if any, except what I have. In any event the
stamp is rarer than the 2¢ Pan American inverted, as I understand there are 86
copies known, and at the very outside there cannot be more than fifty of these,
and the block which I am enclosing is undoubtedly absolutely unique, as the two
sheets were made up in booklets, and therefore there could only be a block of sixteen in any event, and the other one has been split up as I have a block of five as
per enclosed drawing which d.me from the other bloclcof sixteen. If you cannot
use the enclosed, kindly return it at your earliest convenience. I am sending this
by express, as I have recently lost some registered mail and do not care to take a
chance. I will assure you that my margin of profit on this block is very small, after
paying cable expenses, etc.

Obviously additional copies of the inverted center must have turned up
later as No. 3ge is relatively common today and has a catalogue value of only
$35. Furthermore many copies are known with intact perforations on all four
sides that obviously did not come from the handmade booklet panes.
The other interesting point which emerges from these letters is the statement that both NIr. Bliss and ;'\'Ir. \-Varner, who were Canal Zone postmasters,
were regularly obtaining Canal Zone errors and selling them to stamp dealers.
There is a great deal more corroborating
evidence on this point. This was
probably regarded as an acceptable practice fifty years ago, but certainly
would not be allowed today.
Double

Albino -

Earlier Date for No. 17

(Continued from page 8)

envelope receives the embossing from
the die, but no colored ink. It appears
to your Editor that the two additional
dies were printed at the same time
to make UCI0, rather than having
one printed after the other. If this
is the case, it would become clear
how this double albino occured. If

The Scott catalogue states that No.
17 was issued in April, 1906. Richard
Salz reports that he has two covers
with March dates. One cover has No.
17 with the variety dot between Z
and 0 of ZONE canceled at Tabernilla on i\Iarch 29, 1906. He also has
a cover with No. 16 which has both

these dies had been printed in two
separate operations, it would require
almost impossible odds to create a
double albino.

bars at the top of the stamp. This is
caused by a downward displacement
of the overprint on all stamps of a
half sheet.
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Part Sheet of No. 67
Your

Editor

has

been

sho\'111 a

photograph of an amazing discovery.
It is a block of 90 stamps of the very
rare NIt. Hope 1924 printing of the lc
value, Scott No. 67. The catalogue
value of this piece is $10,000. Thus
this piece has the highest catalogue
value of any single multiple of a
major Canal Zone number. The present owner prefers not to be identified
at this time. Your Editor would guess
that less than 90 unused copies of No.
67 existed in collections before the
discovery of this block. This block is
a magnificent showpiece in spite of
the fact that it has tropical gum stains
on the back with wax paper adhered
and that the centering is only fair. Unfortunately
there are no very fine
copies in the block, so that the value
of such stamps will not change because of this find.

Canal Zone Christmas Seals
Canal

Zone Christmas

seals have

been issued yearly by the Canal Zone
Tuberculosis
Association since their
first seal in 1960, according to information from Claude Entwistle.
He
states that the same seal was used in
1961 and gives the following complete list: 1960-1961, Canal; 1962,
?vIap; 1963, Hospit::ll; 1964, Canal
Seal; 1965, Native Design; 1966, Spanish Girl; 1967, Red Bird; 1968, Bird.
These seals make a nice page and can
be purchased from dealers.

Editor's Notes
In celebration

of the second

anni-

versary of the quarterly publication of
The Canal Zone Philatelist we have
added four extra pages to this issue.
Our budget will not permit us to do
this very often. However, we did have
an unusually large backlog of good
material waiting to be published. Now
there are only two articles being held
over for our next issue.
\Ve v,rant to assure our members
that all material sent to us, whether
it is a short news item or a long article, is carefully filed and used in the
first available issue. There has occasionally been a wait of two or three
issues before materal could be used,
although we try to put it in the next
issue if at all possible.

Secretaryt s Report
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
We start 1970 with 301 active members. Please do not forget to send in

This Space
Intentionally
Blank

LI

======your 1970 dues of $5.00. It will save -P-re-s-i-d-e-n-t'~s~rv~l=e=ss=a=g=e==
us money and time if we do not have
(Continued from page 1)
to send reminders. Contributing mem- normally have only one member, calIbers who pay at least $10 for the cur- ed a "chairman" and the rest of the
rent year will be specially listed in the members in the whole Group interThird Quarter issue. VVe appreciate
ested in the particular subject should
all of the correspondence received in understand that they ~re part of that
1869 and hope for a successful 1970.
committee and should help the chairCopies of three old CZSG publica- man with new or correcting informations are still available: CZSG Hand- tion whenever they can. Another title
book No. 2 (195.3)containing the ar- for these chairmen might well be "coticles "Canal Zone Booklets" by James ordinator" _ coordinator, repository,
T. DeVoss and "A Unique Canal Zone and disseminator for all information
Error" by Edward S. Conger, $2.00; dealina "vith the subject for' which
CZSG Handbook No. 3 (1955) con- they a~e chairman.
taining the articles "Canal Zone First
Issue on Cover "b y Rud 0 Iph B . 'Veil- Appointments
General
er and "Canal Zone Essays and
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor
Proofs" by George W. Brett, $2.00;
Working Committees
Canal Zone "NOTES", complete set of
five issues reprinted (these are the first Committee on Publications
Gilbert N. Plass. Chairman
five numbers of our journal The Canal
Box CG,
Zone Philatelist), 82.00. Prices include
College Station, Texas 77840
postage.
Shelton C. Johnson, member
v

Dr. James B. Helme, member

New Members

Catalog Listing Committee
E. 1. P. Tatelman, Chairman
Apt. 820,
470 3rd St., S.
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33701
George "V. Brett, member
Hugh "V. Cassibry, member
James T. DeVoss, member
Gilbert N. Plass, member

Information

Committees

Committee on Scott Nos. 9-20

This Space
Intentionally

Alfred R. Bew, Chairman
29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401

Committee on Counterfeits
James T. DeVoss, Chairman
Box 765,
State College, Pa. 16801

Committee on U.S. Overprinted Issues
George W. Brett, Chaim1an
510 21st St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006

This Space
Intentionally
Blank

Committee on Postal Stationery
J. W. Brumbaugh, Chairman
Box 341,
Hopkins, Minn. 55343

Committee on Permanent Design
Issues
George W. Goodrich, Chairman
Route 11, Box 158V,
San Antonio,. Texas 78213
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Election R.esults
The result of our recent election of
officers and directors is as follows;
President-George W. Brett, 190
votes
Vice President-Richard
H. Salz,
191 votes
Secretary-Alfred R. Bevv,191 votes
Treasurer-William R. Kuttner, 191
votes
Director:-Hugh W. Cassibry, 188
votes
Director-Gilbert N. Plass, 187
votes
Director-J. Weston Dunaway II,
185 votes

Committee on Overprinted
U. S. Issues
George VV.. Brett, Chairman
1914 Dues, Scott No. f1-f.3.

The second issue of U. S. overprinted stamps occurred in 1914
under a rather interesting set of cir·
cumstances and was soon phased out
when the Panamanian authorities objected.
The U. S. postage dues in use at
that time comprised printings of a design developed in 1894 and the use of
this design was to continue until
1930. In that length of time there
were all kinds of changes in perforations, watermarks, plates, and shades:So far .as we have been able to detennine finished U. S. stock was utilized for the lc and 10c C. Z. dues
and partly unfinished stock for the 2c.
The finished stock comprised sheets
of 100, gummed, perforated, and
stapled into pads of 100 or 10,000
stamps. As overprinting was performed in all cases on sheets of 100 the
only difference for the 2c 'Nas that the
stock just hadn't been stapled into
pads. Everything else had been done
before the overprint was applied.
Scott's United States 'Stamp Catalogue, Specialized, carries the following footnote: "Many stamps Nos. Jl
to J3 show one or more letters of the
overprint out of alignment, principally
the final 'E'." This is correct. The overprint in on a diagonal, reading up,
and some of the letters, particularly
those on the ends, had a tendency to
straighten up, or become upright.
From this we determine that the overprinting was done from a setting of
loose type rather than the electrotype

plate of the first U. S. overprinted issue of 1904. The evidence also indicates that it was a setting of 50 subjects only - 10 stamps wide by 5
,high. This is rather interesting as some
of the early local Panama overprinted
issues were also overprinted a half
sheet at a time.
The quantity overprinted for this
issue was small and, after the objection by Panama and the replacement
of the U. S. overprints by Panama
overprinted dues, there was a considerable destruction of the lc and
2c denominations in particular:
Dispatched Destroyed Issued
lc
100,000
76,467
23,533
2c
100,000
67,688
32,312
10c
100,000
7,507
92,493
One more odd thing to be noted is
that in view of the much larger quantity of the 10c used why is the Scott
catalog valuation highest for this denomination? This denomination saw
a great deal of use on incoming unpaid international mail, particularly
from the West Indian islands. Thus
10c, or double the international first
class rate of 5c was assessed and paid
by the addressees. These recipients,
for the most part, were men workers'
recruited to help build the Panama
Canal and their families kept in touch
as best they could. This suggests' that
there was likely a very high mortality
rate for the used stamps as the addressees would not have used letter openers other than their own hands and
after reading they would likely have
stuck the letter in a convenient pocket
and carried it, Lord knows how long!
(C ontinued in next issue)

Committee on Permanent Issues
George vV. Goodrich
Rt. 11 Box 158-V
San Antonio, Texas 78213
,This is my first report as chairman
of the Penuanent Issues committee
appointed last June by our president.
Our committee will cover all the
Canal Zone issues printed with "Canal
Zone" in the original design and includes the following:
Postage No. 105 through 114, 117,
120 through the latest issue;
Air mail - No. C1 through the latest
issue;
Air mail official No. C01 through

COI2, C014;

Postage due -

No. J21 through J29;

Official - No. 01 through 09;
Post office seals No. OX1 th~ough
OX.5.

Canal Zone Post Offices
In an article of Vol. 5, No.3 of the
Canal Zone Philatelist, is was mentioned that present branches of the
post office in the Ca~al Zone include
Fort Davis, Quarry Heights, and Rainbow City. George Goodrich was puzzled as the publication Canal Zone
Postage Stamps has no mention of
Rainbow City and lists Fort Davis
and Quarry Heights as being closed
Dec. 31, 1957 and Sept. 30, 1949.
George Goodrich inquired of the
Director of Posts who wrote that the
Rainbow City branch was established
on Dec .. 3, 1962 and that Fort Davis
and Quarry Heights were re-established on Oct. 2, 1961 and June 1,
1964, respectively.

As in the case of all committee
chairman appointed before me, I
would appreciate assistance in contributions to this report each quarter.
Anyone who has found varieties or
who can supply news on the permanent issues which we can report
to our members will be more than
welcome.
Our committee does not have the
advantage held by- other chairman
with the multitude of variations and
errors to discuss which have occurred
in Canal Zone stamps from 1904
through 1931. Scott lists only a few
in the permanent issues pointing out
the controls which deter most of the
errors today. However, among these
U9 with new Knife
are No. 157a, the Thatcher Ferry
The article in the last issue on a
Bridge issue with the bridge missing; new first day date for No. US2a
C25a, 31-cent globe and wing, pair stated incorrectly that this cover had
imperforate vertically; C014a, 6-cent
a new knife which George Slawson
air mail official with the overprint inhad suggested calling Knife P3a. The
verted; ,md J21a, with the POSTAGE new knife occurs on No. U9 on an
DUE missing. It is true that these are envelope postmarked Aug. 6, 1932.
few, but it can be safely said that the
Thatcher Ferry Bridge probably
makes up for-the -lack of er):ors in the -CANAL ZONE
present issues. The Canal Zone Philatelist reported in the Second Quarter,
1969 issue that single copies have
been sold at $2000 a copy. In my next
report, I will tell in some detail the
Precancels
story of this stamp.
Type III
.15
# 105 Ie green
Statement of Ownership, ~1anagement and Circulation. 1. Date of Filing: Sept. 30, 1969. 2.
106 2c carmine
.25
Title: The Canal Zone Philatelist. 3. Frequency:
Quarterly. 4. Office of Publication: 29 S. South
.15
Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 08401.. 5 Gen108
lOc
orange
eral Business Office: Same. 6. Names and Ad.25
109 12c violet brown
dresses: Publisher. The Canal Zone Study Group,
29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
110 14c blue
1..50
08401. Editor Gilbert N. Plass, P. O. Box CG,
College Station, Texas 77840, ~fanaging Editor;
.50
111 15c gray
~one. 7. Owner; The Canal Zone Study Group,
address above. 8. Known Bondholders, etc.: None.
112 20c olive brown
.2.5
9. The purpose, function, and nonprofit status of
this organization and the extempt status for Federal
113 30c brown black
.:30
income tax purposes have not changed during preceeding 12 months. 10. Extent and Nature of
.15
Circulation
117 3c deep violet
.50
118 Y2corange
.60
119 l1'2c brown
1.37 l1'2c chocolate
.75
138 2c rose carmine
.30
..
25
139 5c deep blue
1.25
141 lOc black Type IV

• • •

A. Total No. copies printed
500
500
B. Paid circulation
1. Sales through dealers, etc.
0
0
2. 'Mail subscriptions
(membership)
290
283
C. Total paid circulation
290
283
D. Free distribution
15
12
E. Total distribution
305
2%
F, Office use
195
205
G. Total
500
500
I certifv that the statements made bv me are
correct and complete. James T. DeVoss. Vice President for the Canal Zone Study Group.
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Edgewood Stamp Company
Boynton Beach
Florida :334.3;:;

Panama Overprints UsedAfter June 1, 1924
Both the Panama overprinted
stamps and the 1924 United States
overprinted' stamps were valid for
postage from July 1, 1924 to Aug. 31,
1924. In our last issue we reported
one cover which had both issues.
George Campbell points out that
there is a picture of a cover on page
122 of Canal Zone Postage Stamps
which shows a registered cover with
two copies of No. 71 and one copy of
No. 73 plus 8 stamps overprinted all
Panama. These latter include stamps
from the issues of 1906, 1909, 1921,
and 1924.
Stephen H. Watters reports three
covers which bear copies of Canal
Zone overprints on both Panama and
United States stamps. Each cover is
registered and postmarked July 31,
1924. All the stamps are singles. The
covers bear: 1. No. 73, 23, 75; 2. No.
76, 16a, 74; 3. No.9, 78.
Another cover has been reported
which is the envelope U5 overprinted
on Panama together with one copy of
No. 71 and 7 copies of No. 73, This is
a registered cover backstamped at
Balboa on Nov. 7, 1924 and received
in London, England on Nov. 26, 1924.
This envelope bears the printed return address of "Panama Canal Consistory No. 1/ and Concordant Bodies/
A. and A. S. H./Jerome F. Prager/
Secretary/Balboa, Canal Zone". Stationery with a printed message or
address was valid for postage indefinitely and so this envelope could be
used legitimately after Aug. 31, 1924.
Thus this cover combines two rather
rare usages: the late use of Panama
overprinted stationery, as well as a
combination use with United States
overprinted stamps.
\'Ve have seen a copy of U5 used on
Nov. 24, 1924 from Cristobal to Balboa Heights. It has no printed corner
card and no postage due was collected. This is probably a case of a
cover that should not have been allowed to be delivered without postage
due, but which was not noticed by
the postal clerks.
Although we have new seen a fair
number of Panama overprinted envelopes used after Aug. 31, 1924 with

printed corner cards, the only postal
card so far reported is a copy of UX6
used on Sept. 8, 1926 from Gatum,
Canal Zone to R. H. Luce in Cristobal.

day. Such covers posted before the
official first day are rather common
in United States issues and usually
command just a smalr premium.

On the back
1ft
... of the card is a printed
mper ora e ~f'argm on N0.:::'"4
form notIce of a meetmg of the InSeveral members have submitted
ternational A:soci~tion o~ N!achinists. copies of No. 24 with what appears
Becau~e of thIS p.nvate pnntmg ~n the to be an imperforate margin at the
~a:d, It was valId for postage mdef- - _bottom. Unfortunately the margin is
Imtely.
rather small; it is .3.2 rom from the
Bronze :Medal
frame line to the bottom of the stamp.
The 1968 volume of the Canal Zone
It would have been unusual to have
Philatelist was awarded a bronze med- had a stamp with a large enough
al at BALPEX in the literature class. space between the perforations to trim
This was the first complete volume in it in this fashion, yet one can not be
the present format of o;}rjournal. The sure. All other values that are known
8.3rd Annual Convention of the Am- larger margin. Does anyone know the
erican Philatelic Society was held at story on this item?
BALPEX in Baltimore in October, with imperforate margins have a much
1Y'

1969.

First Day for No. 72
John Phoenix has submitted a copy
of an envelope which appears to be
postmarked at Gatun on April 13,
1925. This would be two days before
the official first day date. The date
may just possibly be a poorly inked
April 18th. More likely it is a cover
used two days before the official first

Off'ICla
. 1 St amps
The catalogue price of No. 08 has
been raised $100 from $40 according
to the December, 1969 issue of Scott's
Monthly Stamp Journal. This stamp
is only known in used condition and
only 1,000 copies were printed. This
new price is still conservative, since a
used block of four sold at auction for
$625 in November.

When you have "Specialized" material to offer ....
. Sell your stamps through the public auction which caters to
"Specialists" and accords them "Special" listings.
Each Schiff Auction features:
SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, PLATE SINGLES
COILS

&

BOOKLETS, COVERS

&

&:

STRIPS,

FIRST DAY COVERS, VARIETIES,

FREAKS & ERRORS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our commission is only 20%of the price realizeci
WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT

3latqu~!1 ill. ~t~iff1 ~r.1 ~Ut.

A

~sp.e.cmrI~
PUBLIC

536 WEST

AUCTIONS

111 TH

J1f or

~p.e.cmris±s@

- U. S. & FOREIGN

STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10025

TEL. (212) 662·2777
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STAMPS

